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AGENDA 

	
	

•  Publication and editorial review processes 

•  DOE Requirements 

• What is a “Peer-reviewed, accepted 

manuscript” (PRAM)? 

•  Collaborating with others (outside of PPPL) 

•  Publication Fees and Invoices 
• Overview of ORCiD:   

How it works and why it’s important for YOU and PPPL 
•  Invention Disclosure and Patent Process 
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Publications & Editorial Review 
	

Many PPPL authors have been submitting their articles 
after the peer-review process, sometimes after the 
article has already published. 
 
Per the DOE and USPTO, scholarly articles and 
research MUST be reviewed by the appropriate 
department head and submitted for  
Publication and Patent Clearance  
BEFORE undergoing the peer-review process.  
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1. Author submits a Publication and Patent Clearance Approval Form with  
    manuscript to publications@pppl.gov 
 
2.  **Author submits manuscript to Publisher with DOE Copyright Notice. 
   
3. Paper undergoes the peer-review process with the publisher. 
 
4. Publisher confirms submission as Peer-Reviewed Accepted Manuscript (PRAM). 
 
5.  Author submits PRAM to PPPL Publications office. 
 
6.  Author emails Publisher’s invoice to Accounting when notified  
     of Publication charges. 
 
**Every journal has a different submission/editorial procedure. Sometimes you can submit 
information about a sponsor/special acknowledgments with the draft manuscript; sometimes just 
w/ the PRAM  

Publications & Editorial Review: 
Order of Operations 
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Publications & Editorial Review: 
Order of Operations 

<Galley	Proof>	

Peer-Reviewed 
Accepted 

Manuscript 

PRAM!	

NOT the Galley Proof! 



What	is	a		
PEER-REVIEWED	ACCEPTED	MANUSCRIPT??	

As	defined	by	 
	
A “PRAM” is the version of the article that has been 
accepted for publication by a publisher and includes 
changes made by the author during the peer-review 
process. It includes the same content as the 
published article but is not the final published 
version or a reproduction of what appears in the 
journal; i.e., it is not a “reprint” or a downloaded 
PDF of the published article.  
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Peer-Reviewed	Accepted	Manuscript	
“PRAM”	

Galley	Proof	

	To	DOE	OSTI	 	To	DOE	OSTI	

Everything	you	ever	wanted	to	know	about	ITER	

Everything you ever  
wanted to know about ITER 

 

Jimmy Neutron 
The University of Boy Genius, Runaway Rocketboy, FL     

 



WHY must I submit my peer-reviewed 
accepted manuscript (PRAM)?? 

•  FY2016	-	DOE	Order	241.1B	
	

– “OSTI	will	provide	accountability	for	all	DOE	
scien:fic	and	technical	informa:on”	

	
– Lab	funding	may	be	impacted	by	compliance	to	
this	order	
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Why can’t I just submit the published 
version of my paper? 

The U.S. Government’s public access license agreement 
extends to accepted manuscripts, NOT the published 
version of peer-reviewed articles. Publishers own 
copyright on the published formatting of your paper, which 
means posting or widely sharing the published version of 
paper is  
 

copyright infringement! 
 

The exception to this rule would be publication in an 
open-access journal.  
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What else needs to be  
submitted to OSTI? 
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The DOE order for public access focuses on peer-reviewed 
journal articles and requires submission of a PRAM. 
 
However, if a conference paper is subsequently published in 
a peer-reviewed journal, either as an individual paper or as a 
part of the conference’s proceedings, then submission to OSTI 
is required.  
 



WHO must submit the PRAM? 
Does your name appear on the 
paper?  
Per OSTI, you are required to 
submit a PRAM even if you are 
not the first author on the 
paper.  
In cases of internal 
collaborations, the first PPPL 
author must submit the PRAM. 
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How will I know if I received a PRAM? 

•  Email saying 
 “Congratulations, your manuscript has            

       been accepted for publication… 
 
•  But, you may never really know… 
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•  The author does not know what version of the 

manuscript from the publisher is a PRAM. 
 

•  The publisher does not label the version as 
PRAM. 

 

•  Every FIRST author receives a PRAM, 
however, sometimes not EVERY author 
receives the PRAM - it varies by publisher. 

 

•  The definition of a PRAM is unclear. 
	

Why is it so difficult to locate every 
PRAM? 
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If the PPPL Publications office knows that a PRAM 
exists for my paper, why can’t they access it? 

•  The Publications Office does not have access to the 
PRAM; only the author can download/access this version 
of the article from the publisher.  

 

•  PPPL Librarian harvests weekly for new publications 
from Scopus, Web of Science, etc. 

                        which means the PRAM exists 
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•  Publications emails author requesting the PRAM 
	



What must PPPL Authors do? 

1.  Submit your PRAM ASAP if you can identify it as 
such…“Congratulations” email 

 
2.  REPLY promptly to Publications emails  
       requesting PRAMS. (publications@pppl.gov) 
 
3.  Apply for ORCID number and submit it 
     to Publications 
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 Your responsibility as a coauthor 

If you are collaborating with a researcher 
outside of the PPPL community, communicate 
upfront that you are funded by DOE and 
would like access to the peer-reviewed 
accepted manuscript resulting from your 
research.  
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Publication Fees and Invoices		
Invoices are paid by PPPL Accounts Payable. 

 
Invoices should not be sent to the Publications office. 

 
In order to pay your publication fees, Accounts Payable needs: 
 
1.  An invoice  

2.  An account number with signature approval (email approval is 
accepted)  

3.  Publications & Patent Clearance Form approved. 

*NOTE* If you are publishing in an IOP journal, Accounts Payable has a 
customer ID number for your convenience:  E222107 
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Invoice example 
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STARTING in JULY 2017!!! 
New Google form for Publication and Patent Clearance! 

	
Why it’s an improvement: 

•  Completely paperless 
•  Includes your ORCiD ID  
•  Answers follow up questions from the Publications 

department (so we don’t have to send you annoying emails 
anymore 

•  Sends a notification to your department/division head for 
electronic approval, so you don’t need to meet for a 
physical signature.  

•  Technical reports and scholarly articles can be posted 
much FASTER! 
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PPPL 
Forms 

ALL FORMS & 
PRESENTATIONS 

ARE HERE! 



	
	

•  Open Researcher and Contributor IDentification 
 
•  A permanent identifier for researchers 
 
•  Supports any type of scholarly output 
 
•  PPPL is now requiring ORCID 
 

•  Takes 30 seconds to register!     orcid.org 
	
	
	

						

What is an ORCID number? 
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Invention Disclosures & Patents 
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CONTACT INFORMATION 
	

•  LAURIE BAGLEY, C228, x2425 
 

•  AILEEN PRITCH, B108, x2245 
 

•  ANGELA POWELL, L228, x3347 
 

•  JANE HOLMQUIST, PPPL Library, x3150 
 

•  PUBLICATIONS@PPPL.GOV 
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